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The recombination reactions HO1NO1M⇒HONO1M~1! and HO1NO21M⇒HNO31M~2! have
been investigated over an extended pressure~1–1000 bar! and temperature~250–400 K! range. HO
radicals were generated by laser flash photolysis of suitable precursors and their decays were
monitored by saturated laser-induced fluorescence~SLIF! under pseudo-first-order conditions. The
measured rate constants were analyzed by constructing falloff curves which provide the high
pressure limiting rate constantsk` . In the given temperature range, these rate constants arek1,̀

5(3.360.5)3102113(T/300 K)2(0.360.3) and k2,̀ 5(7.562.2)310211 cm3 molecule21 s21.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01413-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

Rate constants of thermal dissociation and the reverse
recombination reactions in the high pressure limit are di-
rectly related to the potential between the dissociation frag-
ments. On the basis of the potential, the rate constants at
higher temperatures can be established accurately by classi-
cal trajectory~CT! calculations or, under the conditions of
adiabatic dynamics, equivalently by the statistical adiabatic
channel model~SACM!. The agreement~better than 0.2%!
between CT and SACM in the classical range has been dem-
onstrated recently for a series of model potentials such as
ion–dipole, ion–quadrupole, dipole–dipole, and standard va-
lence potentials.1–4 Canonical variational transition state
theory ~CVTST! was shown5 to perform much less satisfac-
torily.

Having in hand a reliable method to relate potential en-
ergy surfaces and high pressure recombination/dissociation
rate constants, one is looking for suitable test systems where
experiments and theory can be compared in a rigorous way.
On the one hand, this requires measurements reading up to
pressures wherekrec,̀ can be obtained reliably by extrapola-
tion. On the other hand,ab initio calculations of the potential
energy surface have to be performed in a range of interme-
diate interparticle distances, which has been considered only
in rare cases. It is of great importance to compare rate cal-
culations based on such realistic potentials.4 A first compari-
son of this type was given for the NO1O⇔NO2 system.6,7

Continuing this search for suitable test reactions, in part
I of this series8 we followed the addition of HO radicals to
HO, NO, and NO2 up to the high pressure limit at 298 K. In
part III,9 measurements for the recombination
HO1HO→H2O2 were extended over a temperature range
200–400 K. In the present work, we measured the rate of the
reaction,

HO1NO~1M!→HONO~1M!, ~1!

from 250 to 400 K; for the reaction

HO1NO2~1M!→HONO2~1M!, ~2!

temperatures between 268 and 400 K were applied while the
pressure of the bath gas was increased up to 1400 bar. The
wide pressure range of the present studies allowed the ex-
trapolation of the falloff curves toward the high pressure
limit with much better reliability than before. Likewise, the
temperature coefficient of the high pressure limiting rate
constant now could be established.

The present high pressure, recombination rate constants
in a subsequent article10 will be compared by SACM/CT
calculations applied toab initio potentials. The results then
will also be compared with calculations using simpler
dipole–dipole or standard valence potentials. We emphasize
that fine details of the potential in reality do matter such that
these treatments go far beyond the CVTST calculations with
simplified potentials from Ref. 11~for HO1NO⇔HONO!.
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Besides the described interest for testing unimolecular
rate theory, reactions~1! and ~2! are known to be important
radical sinks in the atmosphere. Under low and medium
pressure conditions, their rate coefficients have been mea-
sured extensively~see the recent evaluation in Ref. 12!. The
present work helps to establish a full set of falloff curves
which extends to conditions which have not yet been realized
in the laboratory. Furthermore, for reaction~2! there is a
problem with the measurements between 0.1 and 1 bar which
suggest a much lower high pressure limit of the rate coeffi-
cients than observed in Ref. 8. We investigated whether this
problem persists also at temperatures other than 298 K. We
also discuss whether this problem is an experimental artifact
or whether one can imagine a ‘‘kink’’ in the falloff curve.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The general experimental setup and the details of the
saturated laser-induced fluorescence technique~SLIF!, which
in our work was used for HO detection, have been described
before.8,9,13 Only specific details of the experiments of the
present work are mentioned in the following.

Three different methods for the generation of HO radi-
cals by laser flash photolysis were used in our experiments.
In measurements of reaction~2!, nitric acid was photolyzed
using an excimer laser at 248 nm~Lambda Physik EMG 200,
KrF, 400 mJ, 20 ns! with a quantum yield of unity and an
absorption cross section ofs352310220 cm2 molecule21 at
298 K ~Ref. 12! for

HNO31hn→HO1NO2. ~3!

The high pressure mixture contained 1–2 mbar of HNO3

and 0.5–2 mbar of NO2. Therefore, the amount of NO2 pro-
duced by photolysis as well as the reaction

HO1HNO3→H2O1NO3 ~4!

@k451.5310213 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~Ref. 12!# could be ne-
glected.

For the investigation of reaction~1! at temperatures of
400 K we photolyzed N2O at 193 nm~EMG 200, ArF, 200
mJ, 20 ns! with a quantum yield of unity and an absorption
cross section ofs557.2310220 cm2 molecule21 ~Ref. 12!
for

N2O1hn→N21O~1D !. ~5!

The O(1D) atoms react fast with added H2O through

O~1D !1H2O→2HO ~6!

@k652.2310210 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~Ref. 12!#. The reac-
tions

N2O1O~1D !→2NO, ~7!

N2O1O~1D !→N21O2, ~8!

N2O1O~1D !→N2O1O~3P!, ~9!

NO1O~1D !→N1O2 ~10!

@k757.2310211, k854.4310211, k9,10212 ~Ref. 12!, k10

58.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~Ref. 14!# decrease the
amount of the HO precursor O(1D). Our high pressure gas

mixtures contained N2O, H2O, and NO with partial pressures
of 40, 20, and 0.8–1.2 mbar, respectively. Under our condi-
tions, 50% of O(1D) reacted to 2 HO, 15% reacted to 2 NO,
and 35% reacted to O(3P). The amount of transient NO
generated via reaction~4! was less than 1% of the NO ini-
tially present in the gas mixture.

The vapor pressure of H2O decreases strongly at tem-
peratures beyond 300 K. Therefore, as a radical precursor at
250 K we used 40 mbar of hydrogen instead of water, which
gives HO through

O~1D !1H2→HO1H ~11!

@k1151.1310210 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~Ref. 12!#. One can
easily show that the hydrogen atoms produced in reaction
~11! had no influence on the HO concentration time profiles.
The reaction

HO1H2→H2O1H ~12!

@k1257.7310212 exp(22100 K/T) cm3 molecule21 s21

~Ref. 12!# also could be neglected at 250 K.
The high pressure mixtures were prepared in a 40 l stain-

less steel vessel for purified gases~Messer Griesheim! or in a
homemade 8 l aluminum cylinder (p,50 bar). In order to
avoid accumulation of reaction products in the reaction cell,
especially at low temperatures, the high pressure mixtures
had to be exchanged continuously. At pressures below 8 bar,
the high pressure mixture was flowing directly through the
high pressure cell. The flow was controlled by needle valves
~Hoke! and mass flow gauges~Tylan FC 260!. Solenoid
valves ~Nova Swiss! at higher pressures were used to ex-
change the high pressure mixture in the cell after 15 laser
shots~or more frequently!. For the experiments at high pres-
sures~200 bar and more!, mixtures of HNO3, NO2, and he-
lium or argon were introduced into the cell. These mixtures
then were further pressurized with the bath gas using an oil-
free diaphragm compressor~Nova Swiss!. The total number
of laser shots, which were taken to obtain one@HO#-time
profile, was in this case reduced to an extent that the kinetics
was not influenced by the accumulation of products or the
loss of precursor molecules.

Two different types of high pressure cells were used.
Experiments at pressures below 200 bar of helium~or argon!
were performed with the ‘‘low temperature cell’’ described
in Refs. 9 and 13. For experiments at pressures above 200
bar, we used the ‘‘high temperature cell’’.9,13 The two win-
dows (12310 mm) for the pump and probe laser pulses,
facing each other, as well as the detection window (8
310 mm) perpendicular to the laser axis were made from
ultraviolet ~UV! high quality sapphire~Steeg und Reuter!.
The cell was connected to a refill system containing high
pressure valves~Nova Swiss! and stainless steel high pres-
sure tubing~Nova Swiss, internal diameter 1.6, external di-
ameter 6.35 mm!.

The method of saturated laser-induced fluorescence
~SLIF!, such as described in Ref. 8, was used for the time-
resolved detection of the HO radicals. An excimer laser
~Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC! operating at 308 nm
~XeCl, 300 mJ, 20 ns! pumped a dye laser~Lambda Physik
FL 3002 sulforhodamin B!, which was frequency doubled
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~BBO! and tuned to theQ1(2) line of the~0,0! vibrational
band in theA 2S1←X 2P system of the HO radical at
307.995 nm.

N2O, NO, NO2, H2, He, and Ar~Messer Griesheim, pu-
rities of .99.99%, 99.5%, 98%, 99.999%, 99.996%,
99.998%, respectively! were used without further purifica-
tion. H2O was demineralized and degassed. HNO3 was dis-
tilled from a solution of 1:3 ppv of HNO3 and H2SO4 ~both
supra pure grade! and collected at 77 K. The middle fraction
was used after the purity had been checked by UV-
absorption spectroscopy~Cary 5E!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Pressure and temperature dependence of the
reaction HO 1NO„1He…˜HONO„1He…

Reaction~1! was investigated under pseudo-first-order
conditions with an initial ratio@HO#0 /@NO#0 of less than

231022. The falloff curve of the reaction was studied be-
tween 5 and 150 bar at 400 K and between 10 and 105 bar at
250 K. Our experiments near room temperature have been
described previously.8 At 400 K, monoexponential time pro-
files of the HO concentration were observed and expressed
by the first-order rate law,

@HO#5@HO#03exp~2k1@NO#t !. ~13!

FIG. 1. SLIF time profile for reaction~1! at 250 K ~@He#54.531020 and
@NO#58.531015 molecule cm23!. The solid line represents the best fit with
k152.4310 211 cm3 molecule21 s21 in Eq. ~15!.

TABLE I. Second-order rate constants of reaction~1! HO
1NO~1He!→HONO~1He! ~No.5number of experiments!.

T/K p~He!/bar @He#/~molecule cm23! k1 /(cm3 molecule s21) No.

250 104 3.031021 (3.560.5)310211 5
250 97 2.831021 (3.560.5)310211 5
250 83 2.431021 (3.460.5)310211 4
250 72 2.131021 (3.360.5)310211 4
250 69 2.031021 (3.360.5)310211 4
250 62 1.831021 (3.460.5)310211 6
250 52 1.531021 (3.260.5)310211 6
250 41 1.231021 (3.160.5)310211 4
250 38 1.131021 (3.060.5)310211 4
250 26.5 7.731020 (3.160.5)310211 6
250 15.5 4.531020 (2.760.4)310211 4
250 11 3.231020 (2.660.4)310211 3

400 150 2.731021 (2.560.4)310211 7
400 130 2.431021 (2.460.4)310211 4
400 99 1.831021 (2.560.4)310211 4
400 72 1.331021 (2.360.3)310211 2
400 46 8.331020 (2.060.3)310211 4
400 33 6.031020 (1.960.3)310211 4
400 21.5 3.931020 (1.760.3)310211 6
400 14 2.531020 (1.660.2)310211 4
400 8.8 1.631020 (1.260.2)310211 3
400 5.0 9.131019 (1.060.2)310211 2

TABLE II. Second-order rate constants of reaction~2! HO
1NO2~1He!→HNO3~1He! ~* : nonideal gas; No.5number of experi-
ments!.

T/K p~He!/bar @He#/~molecule cm23! k2 /(cm3 molecule21 s21) No.

268 140 3.831021 (6.561.0)310211 8
268 122 3.331021 (6.461.0)310211 6
268 104 2.831021 (6.361.0)310211 8
268 85 2.331021 (6.161.0)310211 8
268 63 1.731021 (6.061.0)310211 8
268 44 1.231021 (5.260.8)310211 13
268 29.5 8.031020 (4.860.7)310211 6
268 20.5 5.531020 (4.660.7)310211 4
268 15 4.031020 (4.260.6)310211 7
268 9.2 2.531020 (4.060.6)310211 7
268 5.5 1.531020 (3.960.6)310211 4
268 3.7 1.031020 (2.960.4)310211 3
268 2.8 7.631019 (2.560.4)310211 1
268 1.7 4.631019 (2.260.3)310211 4
268 1.2 3.331019 (1.9660.3)310211 4
268 1.04 2.831019 (1.460.2)310211 2

300 1330 * 1.931022 (7.061.1)310211 3
300 916 * 1.731022 (6.861.0)310211 8
300 875 * 1.631022 (6.761.0)310211 10
300 790 * 1.431022 (6.561.0)310211 4
300 670 * 1.231022 (6.461.0)310211 8
300 540 * 1.131022 (6.060.9)310211 13
300 460 * 9.131021 (6.160.9)310211 11
300 370 * 7.531021 (6.060.9)310211 7
300 285 6.931021 (5.760.9)310211 6
300 225 5.431021 (5.660.8)310211 5
300 113 2.731021 (5.260.8)310211 11

400 1370 * 1.731022 (6.260.9)310211 2
400 890 * 1.231022 (5.860.9)310211 9
400 775 * 1.131022 (5.660.8)310211 4
400 610 * 9.431021 (4.960.7)310211 6
400 515 * 8.131021 (5.160.8)310211 4
400 425 * 6.831021 (4.760.7)310211 6
400 320 5.831021 (4.460.7)310211 7
400 230 4.231021 (3.960.6)310211 8
400 177 3.231021 (3.860.6)310211 3
400 150 2.731021 (3.560.5)310211 8
400 127 2.331021 (3.360.5)310211 14
400 105 1.931021 (3.560.5)310211 6
400 99 1.831021 (3.260.5)310211 8
400 72 1.331021 (3.060.4)310211 5
400 44 7.931020 (2.660.4)310211 8
400 34 6.131020 (2.260.3)310211 14
400 21 3.831020 (2.060.3)310211 10
400 14 2.531020 (1.660.2)310211 2
400 8.8 1.631020 (1.460.2)310211 4
400 5.0 9.131019 (1.160.2)310211 3
400 3.0 5.431019 (1.260.2)310211 4
400 2.5 4.531019 (0.860.2)310211 2
400 1.9 3.531019 (0.760.1)310211 1
400 1.6 2.931019 (0.660.1)310211 4
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In the absence of H2O in the high pressure mixture at 250 K,
the relaxation of vibrationally excited HO, formed by reac-
tion ~11! was so slow15 that an increase of the population of
HO(v50) was observed during the firstms, see Fig. 1.
HO(v50) is formed by collisional quenching

HO~v>1!~1X!→HO~v50!~1X!. ~14!

The SLIF profiles could well be represented by

@HO~n50!#5Aexp~2k14t !1~@HO~n50!#02A!

3exp~2k1@NO#t ! ~15!

with

A5
k14@HO~n>1!#

k1@NO#2k14
. ~16!

k14 represents an effective pseudo-first-order quenching rate
constant which depends on the individual quenching rate
constants of the molecules in the high pressure mixture and
their concentrations. Our measurements were not extended to
temperatures below 250 K, because the photolysis of N2O
here becomes too inefficient due to the temperature depen-
dence of the absorption cross section@s555.2310219

3exp(2590 K/T) cm2 molecule21 ~Refs. 12 and 16! be-

tween 250 and 1200 K!. Our results of the pseudo-second-
order rate constantsk1 are given summarized in Table I.

We represent the pressure dependence ofk1 using the
formalism described in Refs. 17–19, i.e., writing

k15F k1,0

11k1,0/k1,̀
G3F1,cent

~11~ log~k1,0/k1,̀ !/N!2!21
, ~17!

with

N50.7521.27 log~F1,cent!. ~18!

Following Refs. 8, 12, and 20–23, the experimental low
pressure rate constantsk1,0 for M5He are given by

k1,056.0310231~T/300 K!22.5@He# cm6 molecule22 s21.
~19!

Broadening factorsF1,centwere theoretically estimated to be
0.86, 0.81, and 0.75 at 250, 300, and 400 K, respectively,12

~see also the recent measurements in Refs. 24 and 25!. Using
Eqs.~17! and~18!, the low pressure rate constant in Eq.~19!,
and the calculatedF1,cent, the experiments were fitted and
k1,̀ was derived. Figures 3 and 4 show the corresponding

FIG. 2. SLIF time profile for reaction~2! at 400 K ~@He#51.231022 and
@NO2#52.131016 molecule cm23!. The solid line represents the best fit with
k155.5310 211 cm3 molecule21 s21 in Eq. ~22!.

FIG. 3. Second-order rate constantk1 for the reaction HO1NO
~1M!⇒HONO~1M! at T5250 K with M5He ~j: this work;l: interpo-
lated from Ref. 21;m: Ref. 23; the solid line represents the best fit with Eqs.
~17! and ~18! using k1,057.0310231 @He# cm6 molecule22 s21, F1,cent

50.86, andk1,̀ 53.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21!.

FIG. 4. Second-order rate constantk1 for the reaction HO
1NO~1M!⇒HONO~1M! at T5400 K with M5He ~j: this work;s: Ref.
20; h: Ref. 21;n: Ref. 22; the solid line represents the best fit with Eqs.
~17! and ~18! using k1,052.9310231 @He# cm6 molecule22 s21, F1,cent

50.75, andk1,̀ 53.1310211 cm3 molecule21 s21!.

TABLE III. Second-order rate constants of reaction~2! HO
1NO2~1Ar!→HNO3~1Ar! ~* : nonideal gas; No.5number of experiments!.

T/K P~Ar!/bar @Ar#/~molecule cm23! k2 /(cm3 molecule21 s21) No.

300 97 2.331021 (6.061.5)310211 11
300 5.8 1.431020 (2.460.4)310211 7
300 3.8 9.331019 (2.260.3)310211 4
300 2.3 5.431019 (1.760.3)310211 4

400 400 * 6.431021 (4.761.2)310211 2
400 320 * 5.431021 (5.661.4)310211 4
400 245 4.431021 (4.461.1)310211 4
400 200 3.631021 (3.360.8)310211 3
400 155 2.831021 (3.861.0)310211 2
400 95 1.731021 (3.560.9)310211 4
400 90 1.631021 (2.960.7)310211 3
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falloff curves for 250 and 400 K together with the data from
Refs. 20–23. The derived limiting high pressure rate con-
stants are

k1,`53.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 at 250 K

53.3310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 at 298 K

53.1310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 at 400 K, ~20!

which leads to

k1,̀ 5~3.360.5!

310211~T/300 K!2~0.360.3! cm3 molecule21 s21.

~21!

The change ofk1,̀ with temperature is too small to be es-
tablished with certainty.

B. Pressure and temperature dependence of the
reaction HO 1NO2„1M…˜HONO2„1M…

Reaction~2! was investigated under pseudo-first-order
conditions with an initial ratio of@HO#0 /@NO2#0 less than
1022. With the bath gas helium, temperatures between 268
and 400 K and pressures up to 1400 bar were employed;
experiments with the bath gas argon were performed at 300
and 400 K, and at pressures up to 400 bar. Under all condi-
tions, HO radicals were produced by photolysis of HNO3

such as described in the previous section. Monoexponential
HO profiles were observed, see Fig. 2, and evaluated by

@HO#5@HO#0exp~2k2@NO2#t !. ~22!

FIG. 5. Second-order rate constantk2 for the reaction HO
1NO2~1M!⇒HNO3~1M! at T5268 K with M5He ~j: this work;s: Ref.
20 (T5273 K); h: interpolated from Ref. 21;n: Ref. 39 (T5247 K); m:
Ref. 41 (T5263 K); the solid line represents the best fit with Eqs.~17! and
~18! using k2,052.2310230 @He# cm6 molecule22 s21, F2,cent50.45, and
k2,̀ 57.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21!.

FIG. 6. Second-order rate constantk2 for the reaction HO
1NO2~1M!⇒HNO3~1M! at T5300 K with M5He ~d: this work;m: Ref.
8; h: Ref. 39;L: Ref. 41;3: Ref. 20;n: Ref. 21;,: Ref. 22;s: Ref. 40,
j: Ref. 34; 1: Ref. 37; l: Ref. 36; * : Ref. 35; the solid line repre-
sents the best fit with Eqs.~17! and ~18! using k2,051.6310230@He#
cm6 molecule22 s21, F2,cent50.41, and k2,̀ 57.5310211 cm3

molecule21 s21!.

FIG. 7. Second-order rate constantk2 for the reaction HO
1NO2~1M!⇒HNO3~1M! at T5400 K with M5He ~j: this work,s: Ref.
20 (T5395 K); L: interpolated from Ref. 21;h: Ref. 22 (T5416 K); the
solid line represents the best fit with Eqs.~17! and ~18! using k2,056.9
310230 @He# cm6 molecule22 s21, F2,cent50.33, and k2,̀ 57.5
310211 cm23 molecule21 s21!.

FIG. 8. Second-order rate constantk2 for the reaction HO
1NO2~1M!⇒HNO3~1M! at T5300 K ~400 K! with M5Ar ~j: this work
~300 K!; m: this work ~400 K!; h: Ref. 39;n: Ref. 20;L: Ref. 22;3: Ref.
40; s: Ref. 34;,: Ref. 38; the solid line represents the best fit for 300 K
with Eqs. ~17! and ~18! using k2,051.6310230 @Ar# cm6 molecule22 s21,
F2,cent50.47, and k2,̀ 57.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21; the dashed line
represents the best fit for 400 K with Eqs.~17! and ~18! using k2,056.0
310230 @Ar# cm6 molecule22 s21, F2,cent50.37, and k2,̀ 57.5
310211 cm3 molecule21 s21!.
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The experimental values ofk2 are given in Table II for
M5He and in Table III for M5Ar. Below 300 bar, the total
gas density@M # was calculated by the perfect gas law. At
higher pressures, real gas effects were taken into
account.26,27

The falloff curve of reaction~2! at 300 K was discussed
in Ref. 8. The falloff curve seems to be broader than that for
reaction~1! such that the extrapolation to the high pressure
limit remained somewhat uncertain. Therefore, an extension
to even higher densities than employed in Ref. 8 appeared
desirable for a reliable extrapolation. Also an ‘irregularity’ in
the falloff curve between 0.1 and 1 bar had to be reinspected.
In order to investigate the bath gas dependence of the falloff
curve, measurements with argon were also performed. It is
well established that argon forms van der Waals complexes
with HO radicals.28–31 This might influence the pressure de-
pendence of the falloff curve, if the energy transfer mecha-
nism is overrun by the radical-complex mechanism, such as
found for the recombination reaction Cl1O2→ClOO.32 Con-
trol of the reaction by diffusion can be neglected under our
experimental conditions.33

The previous experiments led to a limiting low pressure
rate constantk2,0 of Refs. 8, 12 and 34

k2,051.6310230~T/300 K!22.9@He# cm6 molecule22 s21,
~23!

k2,051.6310230@Ar# cm6 molecule22 s21 at 300 K. ~24!

The temperature dependence ofk2,0 for M5Ar has not been
investigated experimentally but it should be similar to that of
helium. Broadening factorsF2,cent were derived from theory
to be 0.45~268 K!, 0.41~300 K!, and 0.33~400 K!.12 Choos-
ing a temperature independent high pressure limiting rate

constant of 7.5310211 cm3 molecules21 s21, the experimen-
tal data are well reproduced by Eqs.~17!, ~18!, ~22!, and
~23!, and the calculatedF2,cent. Together with low pressure
data from the literature,8,20–22,34–41our data for M5He are
plotted in Figs. 5, 6, and 7 at 268, 300, and 400 K, respec-
tively. The high pressure measurements from this work con-
firm the earlier extrapolation to the high pressure limit.8 The
experiments at 400 and 268 K indicate that the high pressure
limiting rate constant within an accuracy of620% is indeed
temperature independent. Because of the lack of low pres-
sure experiments at 400 K, the data obtained in argon at 300
and 400 K are plotted together in one falloff representation
~see Fig. 8!. More efficient quenching of HO (2S) by argon
reduces the fluorescence signal at higher pressures. The er-
rors of the experimental rate constants are estimated to be
25% at pressures higher than 80 bar. Nevertheless, the results
are in good agreement with the helium falloff data. Again,
the high pressure limiting rate constant is extrapolated to be
k2,̀ 57.5310211 cm3 molecule21 s21 ~uncertainty of 30%!.
The values of the experimental rate constants at 400 are
slightly lower than for 300 K, because the limiting low pres-
sure rate constant has a negative temperature coefficient.

The new experiments have not brought an unambiguous
answer to the question of whether the ‘‘irregularity’’ of the
falloff curve of reaction with M5He between 0.1 and 1 bar
~see Fig. 6! is real or an artifact. It seems that the ‘‘effect’’ is
much less pronounced at 268 and 400 than at 300 K; also it
is smaller for M5Ar. Before attributing this to experimental
errors, however, one should keep in mind that quite anoma-
lous ‘‘falloff’’ curves were observed in the recombination
O1O2~1M!→O3~1M!42 which changed their appearance
over comparably small temperature intervals. Besides the
competition of energy-transfer and radical-complex mecha-
nisms ~and other effects! probably responsible for the O3
anomalies, in the HNO3 system one may also still think of
complications due to ‘‘isomer’’ formations, although their
contribution at other occasions has been ruled out.12

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results described in Sec. III provide limiting low and
high pressure rate constants as well as broadening factors of
the falloff curves which, together with Eqs.~17! and ~18!,
reproduce experimental rate constants over wide ranges of
temperature. The relevant values are summarized in Tables
IV and V. We have to emphasize that we have not been able

TABLE IV. Summary of rate constant parameters for reaction~1!
HO1NO~1M!→HONO~1M!.

T/K
MvHe

268
MvHe

300
MvHe

400

k`

cm3 molecule21 s21

3.5310211 3.3310211 3.1310211

k0 /@M#

cm6 molecule22 s21

6.0310231 4.0310231 2.0310231

bc 0.13 0.11 0.09
2^DE&/cm21 38 34 36

Fcent 0.90 0.86 0.75

TABLE V. Summary of rate constant parameters for reaction~2! HO1NO2~1M!→HNO3~1M!.

T/K
MvHe

268
MvHe

300
MvHe

400
MvAr

300
MvAr

400

k`

cm3 molecule21 s21

7.6310211 7.5310211 7.8310211 7.5310211 7.5310211

k0 /@M#

cm6 molecule22 s21

2.2310230 1.6310230 6.9310231 1.6310230 6.0310231

bc 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.19 0.15
2^DE)/cm21 40 41 39 75 75

Fcent 0.45 0.41 0.33 0.47 0.37
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to prove or to disprove the mentioned irregularity of the rate
coefficientk2 between 0.1 and 1 bar at temperatures near 300
K. The data in Table V ‘‘override’’ this problem~see Fig. 6!.

Tables IV and V are recommended for modeling the
pressure dependence of reactions~1! and ~2!, see also Ref.
12. We leave the theoretical analysis ofk1,̀ andk2,̀ , such
as described in the Introduction, to a later publication.10 At
this stage we only comment on the weak~if not negligible!
temperature dependence ofkrec,̀ . Part of the temperature
dependence may come from electronic partition functions of
HO ~2P3/2 and 2P1/2! and NO~2P1/2 and 2P3/2!. Under the
assumption that only the lowest fine structure components of
HO, i.e., 2P3/2, and of NO, i.e.,2P1/2, lead to complex
formation, the high pressure rate constantkrec,̀ contains the
product of the inverse electronic partition functions of the
recombining radicals. The energy splitting of 139.7 cm21 be-
tween the fine structure components for HO43 and of
121.1 cm21 for NO,43 respectively, determines the tempera-
ture dependence of the electronic partition function. Within
the temperature range between 250 and 400 K, a temperature
coefficient of T20.44 is obtained for @Qel(HO)
3Qel(NO)#21 compared to the somewhat lower tempera-
ture coefficient ofT20.3 for k1,̀ . For reaction~2!, the situa-
tion is very similar and the temperature coefficient ofT20.21

for @Qel(OH)3Qel(NO)2#21 may be hidden behind the
temperature independent rate constantk2,̀ . Before deciding
whether there is this contribution,7,44 ab initio calculations of
excited state potentials have to be available, which show
whether excited HO and/or NO without barriers lead to ex-
cited HONO or HNO3. Independent of the corresponding
possible weak temperature dependence, our measurements
do not show signs of any marked temperature dependence of
krec,̀ in contrast to that ofkrec,0. This is in agreement with
the corresponding observations of the O1NO system treated
in detail before.7 A more detailed analysis of this feature
awaits the treatment in Ref. 10.
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